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Manage Risk and Change 

 

Activity #1: Conducting a Pre-Mortem 

You are a member of your NIGP chapter’s board. Your chapter had no event in 2020 and 

had to cancel the 2019 event because a hurricane hit your coast and region—hurricane season 

has been earlier and more intense the last few years.  

You have decided to hold your Spring conference, typically the largest revenue source for 

the chapter. You plan to do it as a hybrid event, with an in-person meeting at a smaller venue and 

a virtual attendance option for those who cannot attend.  The supplier community traditionally 

has been supportive and has paid modest sponsorship fees to host speakers and serve as 

moderators on panel discussions. With the looming uncertainty caused by the pandemic, along 

with threat of hurricanes, the question is, “What are the risks and their relative severity that must 

be planned for?”   

Conduct a pre-mortem to identify and assess the risks.  
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Pre-mortems and Pre-parades 

“If we’d known then, what we know now . . .” —Unknown 

A pre-mortem exercise is a twist on after-action reviews designed to 

detect potential problems early. The pre-mortem exercise is conducted 

during project planning, after the contours of the project plan are understood 

but before performance starts. 

1. Imagine a fiasco in which the project has failed. It is a total 

catastrophic failure. Each member is asked, “What could have 

caused the fiasco?”  

2. Each team member writes down what happened to cause the 

fiasco. 

3. Ask each team member in turn to read one reason from the list 

and describe it, until the reasons are exhausted.  

4. Consolidate the causes and discuss the list, identifying the risks 

and possible approaches to managing it. .  

5. Use it as a basis during solicitation planning for formulating a 

plan for managing the significant risk, revisiting it as necessary 

during project performance.  

6. Review the list periodically.  

Heath and Heath in Decisive (2013) revealed a similar tool in their 

latest book on decision-making. Sometimes unexpected success can 

overwhelm a team’s capacity. A pre-parade exercise starts with imagining a 

wild success. Then the team asks, “Are we ready for it?”  
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Activity #2: Risk, Change, and Procurement Planning  

You are a member of a Procurement Strategy Team planning for replacement of your 

large city’s legacy (meaning really old) ERP system.  

The current ERP system is accounting-based, with a Purchase Order feature that does not 

permit attachment of tailored terms and conditions. The ERP system PO is used for little more 

than encumbering funds for contracts and manually written POs.   

A separate e-procurement system is used for publishing solicitations. It is a Cloud-based 

system that has been used over the past year to electronically receive bids and proposals. It is not 

integrated with the ERP system. A separate p-card system has evolved over the last 10 years that 

is widely used by city department p-card administrators, who also have some delegated authority 

to issue POs consistent with policies set by central Procurement. Despite early resistance, the 

bank’s  p-card has been popular; they were godsends in the 2019 hurricane disaster.    

An attempt to replace the ERP system with an integrated accounting, purchasing, and 

catalog ordering system was attempted and failed 6 years ago. After-action reports attributed the 

failure to: 1) inability of the supplier to meet all the technical representations in its proposal; 2) 

unexpected resistance from the users in the departments who had delegated purchasing authority 

and did not see the value in having to use the catalog feature; and 3) eventual bankruptcy of the 

supplier who, as it turned out, did not have experience with such a large city implementation.  

Your city has a new mayor and administration. She comes from a technology industry 

and wants to use a new approach: a challenge-based RFP.  Challenge-based RFPs have a 

Statement of Objectives, usually involve far shorter proposals, emphasize past experience, and 

use a risk-based approach to evaluation. Your city has a fair number of federally-funded 

programs and a DBE program that applies also to this replacement ERP procurement.  

An industry day has been planned to invite interested suppliers and have open discussions 

about the project. Your team as been asked to facilitate table-top, market research discussions 

about strategies for procuring and evaluating procurement features in such a system. 

Create seed questions for a table-top discussion with users and suppliers about how to 

integrate risk and change management concepts into the solicitation and evaluation. 
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Addressing Risk in Proposals 

1. Identify the Risks: The Pre-mortem and Pre-parade  

 

2. Assess the Risks, Including Resistance to Change 

 

3. Risk Response:  Avoiding (Transferring), Accepting, Reducing, Sharing 

  

Change Management1:  Find the Urgency; Enlist the Guiding Team; Get Vision and 

Strategy Right (Shrink the Change); Communicate the 

Change Vision; Deploy Tools of Influence; Script Critical 

Moves/Tweak the Environment; Create and Build on Short-

Term Wins 

4. Monitor and Control 

 

 
1 John Kotter, Leading Change (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 1996); Dan Heath and Chip Heath, 
Switch (New York: Broadway Books, 2010). 
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10 Principles of Change Management 

Tools and techniques to help companies transform quickly. 

By John Jones, DeAnne Aguirre, and Matthew Calderone 

* * * 

No single methodology fits every company, but there is a set of practices, tools, and techniques 
that can be adapted to a variety of situations. What follows is a “Top 10” list of guiding principles 
for change management. Using these as a systematic, comprehensive framework, executives 
can understand what to expect, how to manage their own personal change, and how to engage 
the entire organization in the process.  

1. Address the “human side” systematically.  Any significant transformation creates “people 
issues.” New leaders will be asked to step up, jobs will be changed, new skills and capabilities 
must be developed, and employees will be uncertain and resistant. Dealing with these issues on 
a reactive, case-by-case basis puts speed, morale, and results at risk. A formal approach for 
managing change — beginning with the leadership team and then engaging key stakeholders 
and leaders — should be developed early, and adapted often as change moves through the 
organization. This demands as much data collection and analysis, planning, and implementation 
discipline as does a redesign of strategy, systems, or processes. The change-management 
approach should be fully integrated into program design and decision making, both informing 
and enabling strategic direction. It should be based on a realistic assessment of the 
organization’s history, readiness, and capacity to change. 

2. Start at the top. Because change is inherently unsettling for people at all levels of an 
organization, when it is on the horizon, all eyes will turn to the CEO and the leadership team for 
strength, support, and direction. The leaders themselves must embrace the new approaches 
first, both to challenge and to motivate the rest of the institution. They must speak with one 
voice and model the desired behaviors. The executive team also needs to understand that, 
although its public face may be one of unity, it, too, is composed of individuals who are going 
through stressful times and need to be supported.  

* * * 

3. Involve every layer. As transformation programs progress from defining strategy and setting 
targets to design and implementation, they affect different levels of the organization. Change 
efforts must include plans for identifying leaders throughout the company and pushing 
responsibility for design and implementation down, so that change “cascades” through the 
organization. At each layer of the organization, the leaders who are identified and trained must 
be aligned to the company’s vision, equipped to execute their specific mission, and motivated to 
make change happen.  

* * * 

4. Make the formal case. Individuals are inherently rational and will question to what extent 
change is needed, whether the company is headed in the right direction, and whether they want 
to commit personally to making change happen. They will look to the leadership for answers. 
The articulation of a formal case for change and the creation of a written vision statement are 
invaluable opportunities to create or compel leadership-team alignment.  
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Three steps should be followed in developing the case: First, confront reality and articulate a 
convincing need for change. Second, demonstrate faith that the company has a viable future 
and the leadership to get there. Finally, provide a road map to guide behavior and decision 
making. Leaders must then customize this message for various internal audiences, describing 
the pending change in terms that matter to the individuals.  

* * * 

5. Create ownership. Leaders of large change programs must overperform during the 
transformation and be the zealots who create a critical mass among the work force in favor of 
change. This requires more than mere buy-in or passive agreement that the direction of change 
is acceptable. It demands ownership by leaders willing to accept responsibility for making 
change happen in all of the areas they influence or control. Ownership is often best created by 
involving people in identifying problems and crafting solutions. It is reinforced by incentives and 
rewards. These can be tangible (for example, financial compensation) or psychological (for 
example, camaraderie and a sense of shared destiny).  

* * * 

6. Communicate the message. Too often, change leaders make the mistake of believing that 
others understand the issues, feel the need to change, and see the new direction as clearly as 
they do. The best change programs reinforce core messages through regular, timely advice that 
is both inspirational and practicable. Communications flow in from the bottom and out from the 
top, and are targeted to provide employees the right information at the right time and to solicit 
their input and feedback. Often this will require overcommunication through multiple, redundant 
channels.  

* * * 

7. Assess the cultural landscape. Successful change programs pick up speed and intensity 
as they cascade down, making it critically important that leaders understand and account for 
culture and behaviors at each level of the organization. Companies often make the mistake of 
assessing culture either too late or not at all. Thorough cultural diagnostics can assess 
organizational readiness to change, bring major problems to the surface, identify conflicts, and 
define factors that can recognize and influence sources of leadership and resistance. These 
diagnostics identify the core values, beliefs, behaviors, and perceptions that must be taken into 
account for successful change to occur. They serve as the common baseline for designing 
essential change elements, such as the new corporate vision, and building the infrastructure 
and programs needed to drive change. 

8. Address culture explicitly. Once the culture is understood, it should be addressed as 
thoroughly as any other area in a change program. Leaders should be explicit about the culture 
and underlying behaviors that will best support the new way of doing business, and find 
opportunities to model and reward those behaviors. This requires developing a baseline, 
defining an explicit end-state or desired culture, and devising detailed plans to make the 
transition. 

Company culture is an amalgam of shared history, explicit values and beliefs, and common 
attitudes and behaviors. Change programs can involve creating a culture (in new companies or 
those built through multiple acquisitions), combining cultures (in mergers or acquisitions of large 
companies), or reinforcing cultures (in, say, long-established consumer goods or manufacturing 
companies). Understanding that all companies have a cultural center — the locus of thought, 
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activity, influence, or personal identification — is often an effective way to jump-start culture 
change.  

* * * 

9. Prepare for the unexpected. No change program goes completely according to plan. People 
react in unexpected ways; areas of anticipated resistance fall away; and the external 
environment shifts. Effectively managing change requires continual reassessment of its impact 
and the organization’s willingness and ability to adopt the next wave of transformation. Fed by 
real data from the field and supported by information and solid decision-making processes, 
change leaders can then make the adjustments necessary to maintain momentum and drive 
results. 

* * * 

10. Speak to the individual. Change is both an institutional journey and a very personal one. 
People spend many hours each week at work; many think of their colleagues as a second 
family. Individuals (or teams of individuals) need to know how their work will change, what is 
expected of them during and after the change program, how they will be measured, and what 
success or failure will mean for them and those around them. Team leaders should be as 
honest and explicit as possible. People will react to what they see and hear around them, and 
need to be involved in the change process. Highly visible rewards, such as promotion, 
recognition, and bonuses, should be provided as dramatic reinforcement for embracing change. 
Sanction or removal of people standing in the way of change will reinforce the institution’s 
commitment. 

Most leaders contemplating change know that people matter. It is all too tempting, however, to 
dwell on the plans and processes, which don’t talk back and don’t respond emotionally, rather 
than face up to the more difficult and more critical human issues. But mastering the “soft” side of 
change management needn’t be a mystery. 
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Score Technical/Functionality Standards 

0-1 •         Proposes an approach that does not comply with State’s requirements in many respects, requiring 

major proposal rewrites to conform to State’s requirements or material deficiencies or ambiguities 

remain that require clarification and discussions 

poor  •         Very limited understanding of the requirement; does not demonstrate more than surface 

comprehension 

   

High risk of unacceptable or late performance; likely would require extensive amounts of  State 

involvement to change the approach and achieve successful completion on-time. 

    

2 •         Proposes an approach that complies in many respects with State requirements, although some 

material deficiencies or ambiguities remain that require clarification and discussions; major 

proposal rewrites may be necessary 

marginal •         Demonstrates basic understanding of the requirement that is may be inadequate for successful 

performance, and proposal does not demonstrate more than surface comprehension of the 

requirement in the context of the program’s environment 

  Moderate to high risk of unacceptable or late performance; likely would require significant amounts of 

State involvement to refine the approach and achieve successful completion on-time. 

  
 

3 •         Proposes a sound approach that meets all significant requirements, exceeding mandatory 

functionalities in some respects.  Requires clarification of minor ambiguities and/or limited 

proposal revisions to correct limited deficiences and conform to States’ requirements. 

fair •         Fair understanding of project, although limited recognition of non-obvious dependencies that 

would demonstrate comprehensive understanding of the requirement in the context of the 

program’s environment 

  Low to moderate risk of unacceptable or late performance; State’s involvement probably will exceed 

normal contract administration. 

    

4 •         Proposes a sound approach that meets all requirements, exceeding mandatory functionalities in 

many respects.  Requires only clarification of minor ambiguities, and requires no proposal 

revisions to conform to States’ requirements 

good •         Good understanding of project, recognizing some non-obvious dependencies that demonstrate 

more than just surface understanding of the requirement in the context of the program’s 

environment  

  Low risk of unacceptable or late performance; States’ involvement not likely to exceed normal contract 

administration. 

    

5 •         Proposes an excellent approach that meets all requirements and exceeds most mandatory 

requirements in tangible, clearly advantageous ways.  Requires no clarifications and no proposal 

revisions to conform to State requirements 

excellent •         Excellent, comprehensive understanding of project, recognizing many non-obvious dependencies 

that demonstrate in-depth comprehension of the requirement in the context of the program’s 

environment 

  Very little to no risk of unacceptable or late performance; State involvement will not exceed normal 

contract administration  
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Score Experience/Demonstrated Capabilities  Standard 

0-1 •         Offeror and/or its personnel have marginal qualifications and very little relevant experience with 

projects substantially equivalent to this project 

poor  •         Past performance, experience, and qualifications raise serious  questions about offeror’s ability to 

complete the project on-time 

  High risk of either unacceptable or late performance based on experience and/or past performance; 

likely would require extensive States’ involvement beyond expected States’ interfaces to make the 

solution viable and achieve successful completion on-time. 

  
 

2 •         Offeror and/or its personnel have basic qualifications but limited relevant experience with 

projects substantially equivalent to this project 

marginal •         Past performance, experience, and qualifications raise substantial questions about offeror’s 

ability to complete the project on-time 

   

Moderate risk of  unacceptable or late performance based on experience and/or past performance; likely 

would require significant amounts of State involvement beyond expected State involvement to make the 

solution viable and achieve successful completion on-time. 

    

3 •         Offeror has personnel who are qualified and have relevant experience with projects similar in 

scope to this project  

fair •         Past performance, experience, and qualifications raise no significant questions about offeror’s 

ability to complete the project on-time 

  Moderate to low risk that experience, past performance history, and qualifications would threaten 

acceptable and on-time performance;  State involvement likely may exceed normal contract 

administration and that reasonably required to integrate the solution into existing business process, but 

involvement likely will not exceed available resources. 

    

4 •         Offeror and its personnel are well qualified and have meaningful, directly relevant experience with 

projects substantially equivalent in scope to this project  

good •         Past performance, experience, and qualifications create favorable impressions about offeror’s 

ability to complete the project on-time or perhaps early 

  Not more than low risk that experience, past performance history, and qualifications would threaten 

acceptable and on-time performance;  State involvement not likely to exceed normal contract 

administration, and involvement will not exceed available resources or expected States’ involvement 

necessary to make the solution viable and achieve successful completion on-time. 

  
 

5 •         Offeror and its personnel are well qualified and have recent, extensive, directly relevant 

experience with projects substantially equivalent to this project  

excellent •         Past performance, experience, and qualifications are exceptional and clearly demonstrate a 

likelihood of on-time or even early successful completion of the project 

  Very little to no risk from past performance, experience, or qualifications that would threaten 

acceptable and on-time performance.  State involvement will not exceed normal contract 

administration.    Little or no States involvement in making the solution viable except as necessary to 

integrate the solution into the States’ existing processes.   

 


